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Figure 1: Visualizations from the case study of the manual tumor contouring task, with a detailed example

Abstract
Through the synthesis of gathered user research data, interaction designers are able to generate design proposals. Logging user
interactions with a software provides a rich set of data that can give further insights into users’ behavior. We present a case
study of visualizing interactions log files of the manual tumor contouring task. We identify two types of visualizations needed
for comprehending the tumor contouring process. Based on these visualizations, designer was able to gain a holistic view of
the process, detailed understanding of the different phases of the task, and identify re-occurring interaction patterns.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: User
Interfaces—User-centered design

1. Introduction

Design synthesis is an abductive sensemaking process of manip-
ulating, organizing, pruning and filtering previously gathered data
regarding users’ behaviours, needs and motivations, in an effort to
generate design proposals [Kol10]. It is a decisive point in the de-
sign process, meanwhile it is also rather complicated and exhaust-
ing process due to the large variety and amounts of data [GLM∗11].

In the design process, a variety of data is collected regarding
the users, by utilizing various user research techniques and meth-
ods (e.g., interviews, observations, video recording). In addition,
there has been increased interest in capturing human computer in-
teraction events (such as mouse clicks and key strokes) in a log file
(e.g., [GGZL16], [JCD∗16]). Such interaction log files can be a rich

source of data for comprehending the fuzzy user behavior. How-
ever, comprehending the raw (typically textual) log files is very
challenging for designers due to the limitations of human short-
term memory [PW07]. At the same time, design synthesis (a task
that has fuzzy task clarity) based on digital data, can benefit from
visualization [SMM12].

In this work, we present two visualizations to help the designer
to better comprehend information from interaction log files, based
on a case study of manual brain tumor contouring on 3D medical
image datasets. Based on the outcomes of this case study, we also
highlight requirements for an interactive visualization tool that en-
ables grasping user interactions during medical image contouring.
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2. Case Study

Tumor contouring is a complicated clinical task, completed through
the use of a dedicated treatment planning software. In order to com-
prehend the behavior of users and to identify requirements for an
improved design, we conducted a contouring study where user in-
teractions were captured in a log file. The studied task consisted of
two sequential sub-tasks as in a typical clinical routine [BTBJ04]:
contouring the Gross Tumor Volume (GTV), and correcting the au-
tomatically generated Clinical Target Volume (CTV). In total, eight
physicians of varying level of experience joined the study, and each
of them contoured three datasets. This resulted in total of 24 cases.
Ethical approval for the use of patient data was obtained prior to
the study.

The log files created during the study consisted of timestamped
low-level events (e.g., mouse-click, mouse-drag, etc.) that were
clustered into meaningful software interactions based on the avail-
able meta-data (e.g., a cluster of mouse-drag events could be "draw-
ing", "zooming", or "panning" interaction). Two data visualizations
were developed using the D3.js library to visualize: 1) the sequence
of interactions (Viz-Seq) and 2) the interactions on different 2D
slices (Viz-Slice) as Figure 1.

The Viz-Seq view was developed to indicate the shifts between
interactions. Each type of interactions (in total 19) displayed in the
Viz-Seq view had a dedicated horizontal lane, within which each
occurrence was represented by a rectangle. The transitions between
different interactions were indicated by connecting lines, for easier
tracing of the interaction sequences. The Viz-Slice view was devel-
oped to show the occurring interactions on each slice. In the Viz-
Slice view, each horizontal lane represented a 2D slice within the
3D dataset, and each interaction was represented by a color-filled
rectangle. The designer also had the possibility to select a subset
of interactions to be visualized to eliminate visual noise. In both
views the width of the rectangle indicated the duration of the in-
teraction. In addition, the designer was able zoom in to a part of
the visualization by dynamically changing the time range with a
slider. Furthermore, the designer could quickly switch between the
different cases.

2.1. Synthesis Results

Based on the visualizations, the designer was able to explore each
of the 24 cases both in a holistic and detailed way. The visualiza-
tions helped understanding the task process quicker than reviewing
video recordings would have been. At the same time, it also allowed
visual comparison of the task process (complete or a portion) be-
tween users. Furthermore, it was possible to identify reoccurring
interaction patterns that gave further insights into typical software
use. Below, we will highlight few of the findings.

Based on previous observational studies, we were able to qual-
itatively conclude that the tumor contouring task consists of three
phases: familiarization, action and evaluation. However, the transi-
tions between these phases and detailed interactions during them
were not clear. Using the visualizations it was possible to build
an in-depth understanding of the three phases. For example, using
Viz-Seq it was possible to identify that shifting between datasets
not only took place at the beginning of the task (familiarization

phase), but also at the end of the task (evaluation phase). The ac-
tion phase, which mainly consists of focused contouring interac-
tions, was clearly identifiable based on both of the visualizations.

Three types of contouring strategies were identified: 1) the physi-
cian created a precise contour on a slice before moving on to the
next slice; 2) the physician created rough contours on multiple
slices first, and then iteratively revising the contours in each slice
until a satisfied result; and 3) a mixed approach that combined both
strategies at different moments.

Four scrolling patterns and five interaction sequence patterns
were identified. These patterns provided a deeper understanding of
user interactions in different phases and helped building hypotheses
of underlying reasoning processes. For instance, rapid scrolling at
the beginning of the task could be associated with getting an initial
understanding of the case, while the same pattern at the end of the
task could be associated with rapid evaluation of the contours.

3. Reflections

Two types of visualizations of the interaction log files are required
to comprehend the contouring process: one to support the explo-
ration of interaction sequences; and one to identify interactions in
relation to the third dimension of the image dataset. In a setting
where video is recorded in addition to logging, it could be benefi-
cial to extend the timeline views by embedding the video recording
synchronously.

The vertical order of interaction lanes within Viz-Seq was pre-
defined - the least occurring ones first, and frequently interchang-
ing ones (e.g., slice change and drawing) following each-other.
This guaranteed visual consistency and eased visual comparison
between cases. As an improvement, using color to differentiate sub-
types of an interaction could be beneficial (e.g., drawing a new line,
drawing to edit, or drawing to delete).

Log files are commonly analyzed for extracting usability mea-
sures, identifying usage patterns, inferring knowledge or expertise
[GSB∗94]. Our focus was on better supporting inferring knowledge
of users and thus we visualized each case separately. Another ap-
proach could be to visualize multiple cases at once (e.g., [MS06]).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented two timeline visualizations of log files
to explore user interactions based on a case study of tumor contour-
ing: one for visualizing sequences of interactions (Viz-Seq), and one
for visualizing interactions in relation to the third dimension of the
medical image datasets (Viz-Slice). Both visualizations allowed the
interaction designer to explore the task process in a holistic view
as well as in details. Based on the visualizations it was possible to
better understand the transition between the phases of the task, as
well as the occurring interactions during these phases. Furthermore,
the visualizations helped identifying contouring strategies and main
interaction patterns. Results from the case study indicate that (Viz-
Seq) and (Viz-Slice) timelines support design synthesis.
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